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Cadac Organice TagHub
Live Experience
Interactive Workshop

Brief introduction

On site possible

Interactive experience

Experienced experts

Discover the advantages of our solution in just
half a day.

Each participant can actively take part in processes
specific to his or her role.

Manage the data generated from engineering documents
One of the biggest challenges of today’s technical environment is finding the
right information in the maze of existing documentation. Locating and using
the right information will avoid costly maintenance mistakes or unnecessary
engineering change orders.
During a technical project, a lot of data is generated with a multitude of
different project documents. Finding the data you need or tracking the
changes to this data can be a nightmare, especially if the data is repeatedly
used in different documents. If information is missed or overlooked it is
possible that contract terms won’t be met, and more importantly, costly
deadlines are put at risk.

Cadac Organice TagHub.
Cadac Organice TagHub is a data management solution that helps projectdriven engineering industries – including oil and gas, mining, process and
power, and equipment manufacturing – to manage the data generated from
different documents. The Cadac Organice TagHub solution is based on
more than 25 years of in-depth engineering and construction experience
and is available in an Owner-Operator version and an Engineering-oriented
version.
In order to help your team make the right choice when it comes to selecting
a data management solution we offer workshops in which your team will get
hands-on experience with Cadac Organice TagHub.

It is possible for our experienced consultants to
come to your company.

Based on years of experience in the engineering
field, we have developed several best practices
for your industry.

Who should attend?

Document Controllers
Engineering Managers
Project Managers
Maintenance Managers
Quality Controllers

What will you learn?

Discover the possibilities of data

publication and control with Cadac
Organice TagHub.
Gather and publish data generated from
different engineering documents.
Learn how you can save valuable time
finding the right information when you
need it.
Manage change and quality of data
from multiple data sources.
Learn how to use scanned and legacy
data in your current process

Location

It is possible to organise the workshop on
site. This makes it easy for your team to
participate.

Number of attendees

The maximum number of attendees is eight.

Stakeholder

Stakeholder

Notify

Navigate

Visualize

Cross Reference

Analyze

Agenda

The workshop will provide participants
with a hands-on tutorial of Cadac Organice
TagHub, a data publication and control
solution. You will have the opportunity to
use the software, while role-playing the
positions that are significant in the
engineering process.
10:30 AM

Introduction

11:00 AM

Cadac Organice
TagHub Live Experience

14:00 PM

Wrap-up and next steps

14:30 PM

End of workshop

Cost

The total costs for the workshop are
€ 1,100.00.

How to schedule a workshop

Contact us to schedule a meeting to discuss
your requirements and wishes and to
schedule a workshop at your location.
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Hands-on workshop
During a half-day workshop, your team will have the opportunity to work
with one of our expert consultants. The Cadac Organice TagHub expert will
guide you and your team through a practical process, based on your daily
information needs. Your users will have immediate, hands-on experience with
the solution and its everyday use.
As the consultant guides participants through the workshop, each person will
have the ability to actively participate in processes specific to his or her role.
This role-playing exercise makes it easy for the user to see how the software
helps with everyday tasks and responsibilities.
Our consultants are experts in engineering with many years of experience,
so they are able to answer your questions and connect the standard bestpractice situation to your specific requirements. You can also discuss which
options of the Cadac Organice TagHub solution can be customised to benefit
your company’s needs. Together with your account manager, our consultants
will provide an interactive experience that encourages conversation and
questions so you get all the answers and information you need.
This workshop is a great opportunity for companies that are considering
implementing Cadac Organice TagHub in their organisation. It is also perfect
for companies who are interested in the benefits of Cadac Organice TagHub
and would like to learn more.
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